JOB OPENING: WEB DEVELOPER I, JUNIOR WEB DEVELOPER

JOB DESCRIPTION

This is a junior web development role providing support to lead developers in the maintenance of web functionality, light CSS GUI design, managing site publishing processes, data refreshes and technical quality assurance (QA). Requires a minimum of 1 to 2 years of experience and the required soft and technical skills listed below.

ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES INCLUDE:

• Provides support to lead developers in the creation and maintenance of web site functionality
• Runs preexisting scripted processes for refreshing web content and other purposes
• Implement and construct graphic user interface (GUI) elements from design mock-ups using HTML and CSS. Ability to create original designs a plus.
• Light development work for some simpler functionality
• Maintains required source data updates for existing site content and widgets
• Manages bug reports and makes first level fixes to existing functionality
• Pushes and QAs changes to code
• Manages queue for caching and publishing groups of sites
• Additional responsibilities as needed

DESIRED SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE

REQUIRED SOFT SKILLS

• Ability to work remotely, self-disciplined
• Willing to account for time (using a time tracking system)
• Self-starter
• Ability to communicate technical requirements to business teams, and interpret business requirements clearly into technical requirements
• Ability to review and QA your own work
• Precise and concise oral and written communication skills
• Ability to diagnose issues quickly
• Ability to balance conflicting requirements such as performance vs time-to-implement
• Excellent organizational skills

REQUIRED TECHNICAL SKILLS

Must have at least 1-2 years of experience with:

• CSS
• HTML
• JavaScript
• PHP (light familiarity)
• MySQL (light familiarity)
- WordPress (Theme setup & customization, content management)

**HELPFUL TECHNICAL SKILLS**

- Bash (light familiarity)
- Familiarity with version control systems (Subversion a plus)
- Google Apps (light familiarity)
- Domain Management (DNS)
- Web Hosting Setups
- Google Analytics (light familiarity)
- Google Webmaster Tools

**ABOUT MYERS MEDIA GROUP**

Myers Media Group offers enterprise SEO products and services that help large web presences reach their broadest market share in highly competitive spaces. We develop the core components of a sustainable organic search marketing infrastructure, including the abilities to catalog and prioritize all SEO assets, control and direct a large internal link hierarchy, and generate and manage large quantities of SEO optimized content.

**OUR CORE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES INCLUDE:**

- search market opportunity reports
- site analysis & optimization
- internal linking solutions
- content management solutions
- search campaign analysis

From identifying and quantifying the highest-value keyword targets with Market Opportunity Reports, to measuring and ensuring performance with Campaign Analysis, Myers Media Group performs large scale SEO campaigns that deliver substantial ROI.

**TO APPLY**

To apply, please email your resume with a cover letter to Celenie Singley, csingley@MyersMediaGroup.com

Desired Start Date: ASAP